Happy 40th anniversary to Will
County Center for Economic
Development
I’m quite proud to represent CenterPoint Properties as a Will County Center for
Economic Development Board member. CenterPoint has a long history with the CED
and greatly appreciates its work to help businesses connect, collaborate and flourish.
I’ve found the board to be a microcosm of the CED investor community: Extensive,
diverse and deeply invested in helping each other – and Will County – be the best we
can be.
When CenterPoint took on the challenge of redeveloping the Joliet Arsenal as the
CenterPoint Intermodal Center in 2000, our company leaders already had great
relationships throughout Will County. They saw it as an ideal place to make this our
focus in the Midwest. In the more than 20 years since, our ties to Will County have only
grown stronger, our roots deeper and our commitment to its people more steadfast.
The success story the CIC has become – and the success of the companies that call it
home – is due in no small measure to partnerships like the one we’ve forged with the
CED.
CenterPoint recently celebrated the groundbreaking for a major infrastructure project
in Joliet, the Houbolt Road Bridge Extension. The state of Illinois, Will County and the
city of Joliet, along with our partners in this project, United Bridge Partners, are
working together to deliver a host of improvements to make area streets safer, the
environment cleaner and truck routes more efficient in and around the CIC. It’s the
culmination of more than a decade of planning with a multitude of people and
organizations committed to improving Will County.
The CED team have been integral partners in our quest to positively impact the
businesses we serve in our park and the people who live in the area. That project and
others in the offing across the county are happening in no small part thanks to the
CED’s tireless advocacy for infrastructure improvements.
The CED has been a critical resource to CenterPoint as we have cultivated the CIC, just
as it is to the companies that employ thousands of people in it. The CED’s impact goes
beyond the mission its name implies.
The organization truly puts people and their success at the center of everything it does,
which engenders an inherently positive environment for everyone in Will County.

CenterPoint is honored to have been a CED investor for more than 15 years, and we are
pleased to be able to thank the people who have shown time and again their dedication
to the companies and people of Will County.
Happy 40th anniversary to our friends at the Will County Center for Economic
Development.
• Carmine Bottigliero is the vice president of development at Center- Point Properties.

